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Scaling for Tools & Workflows
From commodity cluster to supercomputer
Not only must code be scaled up,
but the entire workflow and tool chain change.
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General workflow
It’s a structurally familiar workflow. . .
Upload
Download
Edit Compile & Instrument
Batch submit
Wait. . .
Run. . .Debug results
. . . But adapted to a new scale
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Transfer and edit
Tools
Standard Unix tools on login nodes
Transfer SSH family: scp & ssh
JADE/dCache
Interface CLI & X11
Edit vi & emacs
File systems
Lustre and/or GPFS filesystems, divided into:
$HOME Code, final results
$WORK Temporary results during run
$ARCH Results to archive
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Some coding issues
However,
hardware changes and scaling up bring up new issues. . .
Memory: SC’s are relatively memory constrained
Endianness: JUQUEEN is bigendian.
MPI: Does your messaging approach scale?
Are you conforming? (OpenFabric issues)
I/O: Does your I/O scale?
Numerics: Randomization, discretization...
Threading:
Does your threading model map to your architecture?
Which libraries do you need?
Libraries on nodes may be limited and relatively old.
Provenance: Can you track (practically) much larger data
flows?
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Compile
Languages
C/C++ JUROPA: intel, gcc; Juqeen gcc, llvm, xlc.
Results will differ by version, language specification
and optimization.
Fortran gfortran and xlf
Python JUROPA: 2.6 and 2.7,
JUQUEEN: experimental setup
Note: Compilers differ on front ends and compute nodes.
Threading environments
MPI Multi-node parallelization (MPICH2)
OpenMP Single node, shared memory
Pthreads C-level
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Libraries
Libraries may be limited.
JUQUEEN is not Linux
HDF5, NetCDF, PNetCDF, SIONlib
UNITE debugging & performance tools
LAPACK, GSL, FFTW, GMP
ScaLAPACK, PETSc, MUMPS
MKL on JUROPA
Other supported packages such as NEST
. . . but you may also need to roll your own
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Batch systems
Submission goes through batch systems
By system:
JUROPA: Moab/Torque
JUQUEEN: LoadLeveler
JUROPA 4: SLURM
By interface:
Interactive: Useful for small test systems (not on JUQUEEN)
Scripted: large jobs may sit in the queue for extended periods
Alternative:
UNICORE, a system for automated submission of complex
pipelines (with extensions for provenance tracking).
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LoadLeveler
Example script
# @job_name = weakScale_nmr00032_nthr04_N16667_dryRun
# @job_type = bluegene
# @bg_size = 32
# @bg_connectivity = TORUS
# @environment = COPY_ALL
# @wall_clock_limit = 00:30:00
# @output = $(HOME)/log/juqueen/$(job_name).$(jobid).out
# @error = $(HOME)/log/juqueen/$(job_name).$(jobid).err
# @notification = error
# @notify_user = w.schenck@fz-juelich.de
# @queue
export OMP_NUM_THREADS=4
NPROCS=128
NEST_VERSION=10kcollaps_dry_run
NEST_EXE=$HOME/opt/NEST/juqueen_$NEST_VERSION/bin/nest
SLI_SCRIPT=spike_counting_4G_dryRun.sli
runjob –exe $NEST_EXE \
–np $NPROCS \
–ranks-per-node 1 \
–verbose 1 –exp-env OMP_NUM_THREADS \
–args $SLI_SCRIPT
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Tracking batch jobs
Command Description 
llsubmit <jobfile> Sends job to the queuing system 
llq 
llq –l <job ID> 
llq –s <job ID> 
llq –u <user> 
Lists all queued and running jobs 
detailed information about the specified job 
detailed information about a specific queued 
job, e.g. expected start time 
lists all jobs of the specified user 
llcancel <job ID> Kills the specified job 
llstatus Displays the status of LoadLeveler
llclass Lists existing classes and their properties
llqx Shows detailed information about all jobs
Juqueen Best Practices, 2.2.2014, Florian Janetzko
For LoadLeveler
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llview
A graphical attempt to tame the queue
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Debugging & Perfornmance Tools
Optimization 
Visual trace 
analysis 
Automatic 
profile & trace 
analysis 
Error & anomaly 
detection 
Hardware 
monitoring 
Execution 
SCALASCA 
VAMPIR / PARAVER 
PAPI 
MUST 
PERISCOPE 
KCACHEGRIND TAU 
RUBIK / 
MAQAO 
SYSMON /
SIONLIB / 
OPENMPI 
STAT 
SCORE-P 
MPIP / 
O|SS / 
LWM2 
Introduction to Parallel Performance Engineering, VI-HPS
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Performance Tool Description
MUST MPI usage correctness checking
PAPI Interfacing to hardware performance
counters
Periscope Automatic analysis via an on-line
distributed search
Scalasca Large-scale parallel performance analysis
TAU Integrated parallel performance system
Vampir Interactive graphical trace visualization &
analysis
Score-P Community instrumentation &
measurement infrastructure
KCachegrind Callgraph-based cache analysis [x86 only]
MAQAO Assembly instrumentation & optimization
[x86 only]
mpiP/mpiPview MPI profiling tool and analysis viewer
Open MPI Integrated memory checking
Open|Speedshop Integrated parallel performance
analysis environment
Paraver/Extra Event tracing and graphical trace
visualization & analysis
Rubik Process mapping generation &
optimization [BG only]
SIONLib Optimized native parallel file I/O
STAT Stack trace analysis tools
TotalView Graphical debugger
HPC Toolkit Stochastic performance measurement
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STAT:
Debugging many processes
Performance Analysis Tools on JUQUEEN, 2.2.2014, Markus Geimer
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Scalasca:
Performance measuring
Execution time on 
master thread
Time spent in a 
particular MPI 
call
Time spent in 
selected call as 
percentage of 
total time
Performance Analysis Tools on JUQUEEN, 2.2.2014, Markus Geimer
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Simlabs
2nd JUQUEEN Porting & Scaling Workshop, 2.2014, Paul Gibbon
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Software Packages
Nest:
ElePhAnT: Electrophysiological Analysis Toolkit
Michael Denker (INM-6)
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Courses
http://www.fz-juelich.de/ias/jsc/EN/Expertise/Workshops/Courses/courses_node.html
26.Jun.2014–27.Jun.2014 Training course "High-performance computing with Python"
05.Aug.2014–08.Aug.2014 Training course "Introduction to parallel programming with MPI and OpenMP for JSC guest students"
06.Oct.2014–09.Oct.2014 Training course "Erstellung wissenschaftlicher Texte mit LaTeX"
27.Oct.2014–05.Nov.2014 Training course "Programming in C"
31.Oct.2014 Training course "UNICORE - uniform access to the supercomputer systems"
31.Oct.2014 Training course "Introduction to parallel computing"
31.Oct.2014 Training course "JuISD - JuNet/Internet Security Day"
10.Nov.2014–12.Nov.2014 Training course "Data analysis and data mining with Python"
.
.
.
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Thanks!
?
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